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which is thus called the result of the Suslin operation applied to {Mi,,.,.,in}. If we 
start with any collection of sets A, then all sets which can be obtained by the Suslin 
operation from all the families {A4i0,,,,,in } ranging in J? are called Suslin-& sets, and 
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the collection of all Suslin-4 sets is denoted by Suslin (A). The basic facts are: 
A, u 4, = Suslin(JQ, 
Suslin(Suslin(d)) = Suslin(d). 
Hence, Suslin(&) is closed under countable intersections and countable unions. 
A Suslin set in a topological space X is a member of 
Suslin(closed(X)), 
i.e. is a set obtained by Suslin operation from closed sets of X. It is elementary, 
however important, that the union of any discrete family of Suslin sets is a Suslin set. 
N. Bourbaki (and after “him” others) calls a space X “Suslin” if there exists a 
continuous map of a complete separable metric space onto X (and, X is Hausdorff). 
Such spaces are absolutely Suslin in the class of Hausdorff spaces, i.e. if X is a 
subspace of Y, and y’ois Hausdorff then X is a Suslin set in Y. This is an important 
class of spaces, and we shall call them point-w-analytic, if they are completely regular. 
Mainly because of the “non-separable case” we shall consider just completely 
regular topological spaces, so in what follows, by a topological space we mean a 
completely regular space, i.e. a homeomorph of a subspace of a cube R”, where R 
stands for the space of the real numbers, and K is a cardinal. It was proved by 
Snejder and Choquet [2] that a space X is absolute Suslin iff X is a Suslin set 
derived from the compact sets in some space iff there exists a continuous mapping 
of a member of [compact (Y)]<,, onto X for some completely regular Y. The first 
author showed [6] that this is equivalent to the existence of an upper-semi-continuous 
compact-valued correspondence from the space ww of the irrationals (or any separ- 
able complete metric space) onto X. These spaces were called K-analytic by 
G. Choquet, and analytic by the first author and others (e.g. [35,36]). We shall call 
them w-analytic spaces. So point-w-analytic spaces ( = Suslin spaces in the ter- 
minology of Bourbaki) are w-analytic spaces admitting a single-valued “parametriz- 
ation”. The first author developed the theory of o-analytic spaces by means of these 
parametrizations ([6], [S]). 
The class of all w-analytic spaces contains all complete separable metric spaces 
and all compact spaces, it is closed under continuous mappings (in fact, upper-semi- 
continuous compact-valued correspondences). The members have several good 
properties (universal mesurability, 1-st separation principle, mapping theorem, see 
e.g. [13]) although it is quite wide. However, it is too small in the sense that it 
contains no non-separable complete metric space. Complete metric spaces have 
many good properties, but every space is a on-to-one continuous image of a complete 
metric space, namely of a trivial discrete metric space (the metric assumes just two 
values). So 1- 1 continuous images of complete metric spaces are losing all properties. 
So one should put some additional condition on parametrization. The proper 
condition had been approached by the whole development in “generalized metric 
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spaces”, the vague term being introduced by J. Nagata. The first closest notion was 
in the definition of a a-space of Okuyama [32] and strong E-space, see [31]. 
Quite independently, R. Hansel1 noticed that if we put on the parametrization the 
condition like “families with a q-discrete base-like refinement” are preserved, then 
the resulting spaces (if metrizable), are absolute Suslin in the class of metrizable 
spaces. 
See 3.1 for our definition of analytic, K-analytic, Luzin and K-Luzin spaces (K is 
an infinite cardinal). The resulting theory contains the separable theory as noted 
above. 
The conditions of preserving families with properties related to discreteness are 
fundamental, and therefore we spend the long Section 1 on detailed analysis of 
these properties. 
We work with uniform spaces, although the most interesting case is the topologi- 
tally fine uniformity, i.e. a uniformity generated by all continuous pseudometrics 
on a topological space. The fact is that the theory is much smoother and natural in 
the uniform setting. Since we do not want to discuss here fine points related to the 
complicated uniform situation, the reader does not need to know about the uniform 
spaces much more than the definition (by covers and by pseudometrics), a few basic 
facts about precompact spaces (finite uniform covers form a basis), separable spaces 
(countable uniform covers form a basis), Samuel compactification, and an easy to 
prove, however very important fact due to A.H. Stone, saying that every open cover 
of a metric space has a c-discrete (discrete conceived in uniform sense’) refinement, 
and hence, any uniform cover of a uniform space X has a c-discrete (in X) 
refinement. For convenience of the reader recall that for any uniform space X, the 
finite uniform covers form a basis for a uniformity, the so-called precompact 
reflection pX of X, and the countable uniform covers form a basis for the separable 
reflection eX of X. The Samuel compactification X of X is the completion of the 
precompact reflection pX of X. It is easy to show that, up to a homeomorphism 
leaving fixed the points of X, X is a compact space K containing X as a dense 
subspace such that the restrictions of continuous real-valued functions on K to X 
is the set of all bounded uniformly continuous real-valued functions on X. 
It should be remarked that the discreteness in a topological space is understood 
in the sense of the fine uniformity. Certainly, it is also interesting to conceive the 
discreteness in the old toplogical sense; however, the resulting theory seems to be 
much closer to fine points of general topology, losing contact with descriptive theory. 
By a cardinal we understand the corresponding initial ordinal, and an ordinal is 
the set of all smaller ordinals. By a Baire space we understand a complete metric 
Space Km, where K is a set (usually a cardinal) endowed with the discrete metric 
(assuming just two values) ; ww is known to be homeomorphic to the irrationals. 
Similarly, 2‘” is homeomorphic to the Cantor set. 
I The usual formulation of the theorem conceives discrete in the topological sense however the proofs 
construct a-discrete refinements with discrete conceived in the uniform (metric) sense, e.g. R. Engelking: 
Outline of general topology, PWN-Polish Scientific Publishers, Warszawa, 1968, p. 194. 
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The following deep property of analytic spaces was proved in [ 181: Every point- 
finite completely Suslin-additive family is a-discretely decomposable, see 3.1.b. The 
first separation principle and many applications to measurable mappings will appear 
in [ 191, including the adaptation of the result in [ 131, and the F’urves theorem. Some 
selection theorems are proved in [20]. In [15] it is proved that the union of two 
Luzin sets is Luzin (solving a problem which has been open for w-Luzin sets for 
20 years). 
Contents: There are no deep results in Section 1 which is devoted to discrete, 
u-discrete, w-dd, u-db and u-dr families. 
Section 2 is devoted to the relevant properties of correspondences ( = “multivalued 
maps”). Read carefully the definition. Notice the definition of paracompact uniform 
spaces, and Theorem 2.6 on preservation of paracompactness by correspondences. 
Section 3 contains the definition of analytic and Luzin spaces and their basic 
properties. Here we systematically use the “correspondence technique” introduced 
by the first author in the “separable” case. 
In Section 4 the analytic and Luzin spaces are characterized by means of “weaker” 
parametrizations, by complete sequences of certain covers, and by the embeddability 
as a Suslin set into the product of a complete metric space by a compact space. The 
reader may find it interesting to reprove some results of Section 3 by these new 
characterizations, in particular, by complete sequences of covers. Very interesting 
is the characterization 4.4 of analytic spaces as those spaces X which admit a 
uniformly continuous a-dd-preserving mapping onto a metric space, and which are 
“absolute Suslin” w.r.t. the toplogical embeddings which are a-dd-preserving (uni- 
formly continuous) maps. 
Section 5 is devoted to an additional characterization of analyticity of topological 
spaces (i.e., fine uniformities): X is analytic iff X is paracompact and there are a 
G, set G in PX, and a Suslin set A in PX such that X = An G. 
1. a-discretely decomposable families 
I. 1. u-discrete decomposability 
Recall that a family {X,1 a E A} in a uniform space X is called discrete if there 
exists a uniform cover 621 of X such that each U E% meets at most one X,, or 
equivalently, there exists a uniformly continuous pseudo-metric p on X such that 
{X,} is metrically discrete in (X, p), that means, there exists a positive real r such 
that the distance between any two X, and X,, a # b, is at least r. In a topological 
space X, discrete will mean discrete w.r.t. the toplogically fine uniformity of X, i.e. 
the uniformity determined by all continuous pseudometrics. 
Warning. It is obvious that in a toplogical space the usual definition of discreteness 
as “locally of cardinalc 1” is much weaker, and the two concepts coincide in 
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paracompact toplogical spaces. Let X be a subspace of a toplogical space Y; then 
the fine uniformity of X may be much finer than the relativization of the fine 
uniformity of Y, in particular, if {Xa} is discrete in X, {Xa} doesn’t need to be 
discrete in Y. On the other hand, if X is a subspace of a uniform space Y, and if 
{Xa} is discrete in X, then {Xa} is discrete in Y as well. 
A family {X,1 a E A} is called m-discrete if A is the union of a countable family 
W such that each {X,1 a E B}, B E 93, is discrete. 
A family {X,1 a E A} is called r-discretely decomposable* (abb. cT-dd) if there 
exists a family {X,,, a E A, n E w} such that each family {X,,l a E A} is discrete, and 
X, = U {X,,,l n E W} for each a. This is the basic notion needed for the definition of 
analytic spaces in the non-separable case. Therefore we list (in 1.4) the basic 
properties including the trivial ones. It is an easy exercise to show that every 
a-discrete family is cr-dd. It is self-evident that if {X,1 a E A} is a family of sets, and 
if Y, c X, for each a, then if {X,1 a E A} is discrete, m-discrete or a-dd, then so is 
each family { Y,/ a E B}, B c A. 
1.2. a-dd-simple 
Warning. Let {X,1 a E A}, { Ybl b E B,} be families, and consider the family {X, n 
Ybl a E A, b E B,}. If {X,} and all {Y,,] b E B,} are discrete then {X, n Y,,} does not 
need to be a-dd. 
For example, consider the set X = U {X, = X0 x {a}/ a E A} where both X0 and 
A are uncountable. Let X be endowed with the coarsest uniformity having the 
property that {X,}, and all X,‘s are discrete in X. (The base for the uniform covers 
is formed from the following (discrete!) covers: 
~={X,Ia~A},~(~)={{x}lx~X,}~{X\X,} 
for a E A, and from (discrete) covers 
V,r\.. .AYti={V,n. .~nV,IV,E~,,i=1,2 ,..., n) 
where V, equals & or a( a) for some u, i = 1,2, . . . , n, and n = 1,2, . . . .) Put B, = X,, 
and Yh = {b} for b E B,. The families {X,}, and { Y,, b E B,} are discrete but the 
family {X, n Yh} cannot be u-dd because for every discrete family {DC1 c E C} in X 
only a finite number of X,‘s can have non-empty intersection with more than one D,. 
Definition. A space is called cT-dd-simple if {X, n Yh} is cr-dd whenever {X0} and 
all { Yhl b E B,} are u-dd. Similarly we define discrete-simple (called hyper-distal in 
[ 12]), and a-discrete-simple. 
It is easy to check that a space is a-dd-simple, or a-discrete-simple, iff {X, n Yb} 
is cT-dd or a-discrete whenever {X,} and all { Y,,( b E B,} are discrete. It follows that 
discrete-simple implies a-discrete-simple, and this implies a-dd-simple. 
* The notion of rr-dd is due to R.W. Hansell [22]. 
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Proposition. Topologically fine uniform spaces are discrete-simple, and hence u-dd- 
simple. Metric spaces are u-discrete-simple, and hence cT-dd-simple (but not discrete- 
simple in general). 
Remark a. Locally fine uniform spaces are discrete-simple. This is without difficulty 
once one knows the definition of locally fine. We shall show in Section 2 that 
paracompact spaces (hence analytic spaces (Def. 3.1)) are a-dd-simple. 
Proof of Proposition. The easiest way to check the first assertion is to use partitions 
of unity. A partition of unity is a family {fa} of functions such that f= ~0, and 
1 {fax1 a E A} = 1 for each x. If allf, are continuous then the associated pseudometric 
(in fact, I,-pseudometric; there are others) 
db, Y) = sup{lf,x -~,YO 
is a continuous pseudometric. If all fa are Lipschitz functions with a common 
constant in some metric space, then d is uniformly continuous. Now if {X,1 a E A} 
is a discrete family in a pseudometrizable space, one can easily construct a family 
{fOl a E A} of Lipschitz functions with some constant C such that 1 afa 2 0, f0 is 1 
on X,, and the family {coz(~~)} is disjoint (here coz(f,) = {xlfax # 0}), (in fact one 
can make it discrete). Of course, f0 is obtained from {x + dist(x, X,)}. Let f0 be the 
function 1 -C {& c1 E A}. Then {fal a E Au (0)) is a partition of unity consisting of 
Lipschitz functions with constant C, and in the associated pseudometric the distances 
of distinct members of {X,} are 1. Now let {X,1 a E A} and { YzI b E B,}, a E A, be 
discrete in a topologically fine uniform space X, and let us construct partitions of 
unity as above for suitable pseudometrics: 
kEl b E & u {WI for { XI. 
Then {fag:1 a E Au {0}, b E B, u (0)) is a partition of unity consisting of continuous 
functions, and {X, n YE} is discrete in the associated pseudometric. 
For the proof of the second assertion of Proposition let {X,( a E A}, and { Ybl b E B,} 
be discrete families in a metric space (M, p). So there are a positive number r, and 
a partition {A,, n = 1,2,. . .} of A(A = IJ {A,}, A,, n A,, = 0 for n # n’) such that 
the p-distance of X, and X,. is greater than r for a # a’ in A, and the p-distance 
of Yb and Yb, is greater than IIn for b # b’, b, b’E B,, a E A,,. Consider the family 
{X, n Ybl b E B,, a E A,,}. This family is discrete, because the p-distance of distinct 
members of the family is at least min( r, l/ n). 
For the parenthesized assertion consider, for example, the metric space of reals. 
Put A’ = N (the set of positive natural numbers), X, = {a, a + 1/2a} for a E N, B, = X, 
for a E N, and Yb = {b} for b E B,. The family {X, n Ybl a E A, b E B,} is not discrete. 
Remark b. We have shown that R is cT-discrete-simple but not discrete-simple. The 
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following example shows that a cT-d&simple (even u-discrete) space X does not 
need to be o-discrete-simple. 
Consider the set X = A x Y where both A and Y are uncountable. Let Y = 
I..J { Yhl b E B} where Yb are pairwise disjoint countable (infinite) subsets of Y. Let 
Yb = {yf, yt, . . .}. Consider the coarsest uniformity such that the following disjoint 
covers are uniform: 
4P = {{a} x YI a E A} (a) 
~(a)={Y:={u}x Yb~b~B}u{X\({a}x Y)} (P) 
~(n)={{u}x{y~}~u~A,b~B}u 
{X\U {{u) x{y:I I a E A, b E WI. 
(Y) 
Observe that covers V, A . . . A Vn = {V, n. . n V,, Vi E vi}, where n EN, and Vi 
are covers (disjoint!!) described in (a), (B) and (y), form a basis for the uniform 
covers. 
The family, {X, = {a} x Y} is discrete because of 4V, and the families { YZI b E B} 
are discrete because of 4%( a)‘~. Uniform covers %!(n) make X a-discrete, and thus 
X is a-d&simple. However {X, n YtI a E A, b E B} is not a-discrete, and hence X 
is not a-discrete-simple. This is proved by showing that if { Y%I a E A, b E B,} is 
discrete then B, is empty or a singleton except for a finite number of a E A. 
1.3. u-db and a-dr families 
A family {Xa} is called a-discretely base-like refinable, abb. w-db, if {Xa} has a 
q-discrete base (in the sense of Hansell), i.e. if there exists a (T- discrete collection 
93 such that each X, is the union of a subcollection of $3’. 
Proposition a (E.A. Michael, unpublished). A family {X,1 a E A} is u-dd, if {X,} is 
point-countable and u-db in X. 
Proof. The necessity of the condition is trivial. Let {X,1 a E A} be point-countable 
and cT-db in X, and let 93 be a a-discrete base for {X,} consisting of non-empty 
sets. For each B E &?), let A(B) = {a E Al B = X,}. Then A(B) is countable, so we 
canwriteA(B)={u,(B)~m=1,2,...}.Write~=~{W,~n=1,2,...}whereeach 
.9Z?‘, is discrete. For each a, let 
X,(m,n)=IJ{BEG9~‘,1u,(B)=u}. 
Then {Xa(m, n)} is a c-discrete decomposition of {X,}. 
A family {X,1 a E A} is said to be a-discretely refinable, abb. a-dr, if there exists 
a o-discrete collection 99 such that I_. {X,} = U 99, and each BE &? is contained in 
some X,. 
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If & is any collection then W =&u {U &} is u-dr because the singleton {U &} 
is a c-discrete refinement of a). Hence a-dr property may be destroyed even by 
leaving out one index as well as by making smaller one of the sets. 
Obviously u-db implies u-dr. 
Proposition b. Every disjoint a-dr family is u-dd. If {X,1 a E A} is a point-countable 
family and if each family { Y,l a E A} with Y, c X, is u-dr, then {X,} is u-dd. 
Proof. The first assertion is evident, and the second one follows from the first one, 
and from the fact (apply Proposition a with X discrete) that every point-countable 
family has a “u-disjoint decomposition”. 
Remark. A point-finite u-dr family does not need to be u-db. For example, consider 
the collection consisting of R and all singletons {x}, x ER. Notice that {{x}IxER} 
is not u-dr. A point-countable family such that each subfamily is u-dr does not need 
to be a-db. For example, take X, = {{x,1 LY 2 p}l p < q} where {x,1 cr < w,} is any 
family of points in 52 such that x, # x, for LY # p. 
Let Y, = X, for a E A, and let B c A. We have already noted that if {X, I a E A} 
is discrete, u-discrete or u-dd then so is { Y,l a E I?}. Similarly, if {X, I a E A} is a-db 
then so is {X, I a E B}. In the foregoing remark we noticed that if {X,1 a E A} is u-dr 
then {X,1 a E B} does not need to be a-dr. The following example shows that if 
{X,1 a E A} is u-db then { Y,l a E A} does not need to be a-dr. 
Example. Let A be the collection of all open sets on R. The family { GI GE A} is 
u-db because R has a countable base for open sets. If we choose x(G) E G, G E A, 
in such a way that x( G,) f x( G2) for each distinct G,, G, E A, we obtain a disjoint 
family of singletons which is not u-dr. 
1.4. Properties 
Here we add some other properties of the concepts defined and discussed in 
previous paragraphs. 
(a) For any family in a space: 
discrete+ u-discrete* u-dd 3 u-db 3 a-dr. 
(b) Countable union of u-d, u-dd, u-db or a-dr families has the respective 
property. Let {X0} be discrete, a-dd or u-db, and let A,,, b E B be pairwise disjoint 
subsets of A. Then the family {lJ {X,1 a E At,} / b E B} has the respective property. 
(This assertion remains true for a-dr when A = U {A,, b E B}.) 
(c) If {X,} is discrete, u-discrete, a-dd, u-db or a-dr w.r.t. a uniformity then {X,} 
has the respective property w.r.t. any finer uniformity. 
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(d) Let {Xl1 a E A,}, . . , {X:1 a E A,,} be discrete, u-discrete, a-dd, a-db or a-dr 
families in some space X. Then so is the “meet” of them (i.e. the family {Xl, n X$ n 
. . . n X2.1 uj E A,}). 
(e) Let {X:)1 a E A,} be discrete, u-discrete, a-dd, a-db or a-dr families in X(‘) 
for j = 1,2, . . . , n. Then so is the “product-family”, i.e. the family {Xy,’ X. . . x 
Xg,‘I a, E A,} in n:=, X”‘. 
(f) Let {X,1 a E A}, and { Ybl b E B,}, a E A, be families in a uniform space, and 
consider the family {X, n Ybj a E A, b E B,}. Then: 
(f,) If X = C X, (uniform sum), and { Yh} are discrete, u-discrete, u-dd, a-db or 
u-dr then so is {X, n Yb}. 
(f2) Let all B, be countable. If { X,} is u-discrete or a-dd then so is {X, n Ybl a E A, 
b E B,}. 
(f3) If the space X is u-dd-simple, and if {X0} is a-dd then {X, n Ybl a E A, 
b E B,} is u-dd or u-db or u-dr, respectively, if each { Yhl b E B,} is. 
(g) Let {X,1 a E A} be a u-dr family in a a-dd-simple space, and let { Ybl b E B} 
be a family such that I_! { Ybl b E B} c U {X, I a E A}. Then { Y,,l b E B} is u-dd or a-db 
or u-dr, respectively, if each family {X, n Yb/ b E B} is. 
Remark. It is almost obvious that (d) and (e) do not hold for infinite operations. 
If X is discrete and has at least two points then X”’ is not u-discrete (e.g., if X = 2, 
then 2” is the Cantor space). The same example is good for infinite meets. 
Analysing the example in Warning 1.2 it is easy to show that {X,1 a E A} discrete, 
{ Ybl b E B} discrete for each a E A do not imply that {X, n Ybl a E A, b E B,} is a-dr, 
and also that, {X,1 a E A} discrete, {X, n Yhl b E B} discrete for each a in A and 
U{X,)=‘._.J{Yb> d o not imply that {Y,,} is u-dr. 
The example of a u-discrete space X which is not u-discrete-simple in Remark 
I .2.b shows that if in a a-dd-simple space { Yhl b E B,} is discrete for each a then 
{X, n Y,,} is not necessarily u-discrete. This example can be used to prove that 
the second part of (b) does not hold for u-discrete families. The following example 
shows that this can happen even in a complete metric space. 
Consider the complete metric space D” where D is an uncountable discrete 
metric space. Let d” be some fixed element of D. The set S = {d = (d,, d,, . . .) I d, E D, 
j E w, d, = d” except for one ,j E w} is u-discrete because the subsets of S defined by 
S, ={d = (d,, d,, . . .) E S d, f c?} are discrete for each n E w. However the family 
{M,I a E D} where 
M,={dES/d,#d+d,=uforjEw} 
is not u-discrete because the distance of any two sets Ma and Ma, is zero. Note 
that this is also an example of a a-dd family which is not u-discrete. 
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The example in the proof of Proposition 1.2 shows if {X,} is discrete, and 
{ Ybl 6 E B,} is discrete for each a, and the cardinal of each B, is at most 2 then 
{X, n Yb} is not necessarily discrete. 
In conclusion note that Example 1.3 shows that in (f?) and (fx) the assumption 
that {X,} is u-dd may not be weakened to u-db. 
Proofs. The proof of (a)-(c) is trivial. The assertion (d) is proved by induction. 
The assertion (e) follows from (d) when we consider the families {rr$,)[X,,]I a, E Ai}, 
i = 1,. . . , n, where rr,+z~ are projections of ny=, X”’ onto X”‘. 
Proof of (f3). Let W, be a c-discrete decomposition, base, or refinement of { Y,, b E 
B,}, respectively. The family {X, n B( a E A, BE a,} is u-dd because X is u-dd- 
simple. Any a-discrete decomposition of it is the a-discrete decomposition, base, 
or refinement for {X, n Y,,] a E A, b E B,}, respectively. 
Proof of (g). Let W be a o-discrete refinement of {X,} and let C E S?. There is some 
a E A such that C c X,, hence { Y,,] b E B} n C = { Yhl b E B} n X, n C, and this shows 
that the family {Y,, n Cl b E B} is a-dd, a-db, or u-dr, respectively. Put W,. = C for 
C E $9, and denote B = Bc. The family { W, n Ybl C E 93, b E B,} has the respective 
property according to (f3). The family {Y,, b E B} = { W, n Y,, C E 93} I b E B = B,} 
has the respective property by (b). 
2. Correspondences 
2.1. Correspondences on sets 
A correspondence f = p: X + Y from X into Y is a triple (p, X, Y) with p a subset 
of X x Y; p is called the graph of J; and it is denoted by grf or simply J: The 
inverse correspondence f -' : Y + X is defined obviously. If A4 c X, then f[M], the 
upper image of M under L is defined to be the set {yl (x, y) of for some x E M}. If 
x E X then we usually write f[x] instead of f[{x}]. We write often f[x] = y instead 
of f[xl = {VI. 
The lower image of M under f is defined to be the set {ylf-‘[y]c M}, and is 
denoted by f] M[. 
The (upper) preimage or the lower preimage of a subset M of Y are the respective 
images of M underf-‘. The preimage of Y is called the domain. 
The correspondence is called disjoint if f[x] nf[yJ= 0 for x f y. 
2.2. Correspondences on topological spaces 
Let X and Y be topological spaces. Then f: X+ Y is called upper-semi- 
continuous, abb. usco, if the preimages of closed sets are closed, or equivalently, 
the lower preimages of open sets are open. 
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Further, f is compact-valued, if all the sets f[x], x E X, are compact. The basic 
notion is upper-semi-continuous compact-valued correspondence; we call such 
correspondences usco-compact. A correspondence is called closed-graph if the graph 
is closed in X x Y. For convenience of the reader we list the basic properties of the 
two notions. For the proofs we refer to [6,8,9]. 
(a) Every usco-compact correspondence into a Hausdorff space is closed-graph, 
and every closed-graph correspondence into a compact space is usco-compact. 
(b) The image of any compact set under usco-compact correspondence is compact. 
The image of a Lindeliif space under usco-compact correspondence is Lindeliif. 
(c) The preimage of a Suslin subset of Y under a usco-compact correspondence 
f: X + Y is a Suslin subset of X. 
Recall that a Suslin set S in X is a set obtained by “Suslin operation” from closed 
sets, i.e. there exist F,,, (UE ww, (~1 n + 1 = (a,,, . . . , CT,)) such that 
s=UcnrF,,,+,InEw}l(TEWW} (*) 
or equivalently S is a closed-graph image (by a correspondence) of wW or equivalently 
again S is the projection of some closed subset of X x ww into X. The representation 
(*) is called a disjoint Suslin representation if {n { I?,,,,+, ) n E w}} is a disjoint family. 
The sets with disjoint Suslin representation are called d-Suslin sets. Notice that 
d-Suslin sets are just images of ww by closed-graph disjoint correspondences. 
(d) The product correspondence f: n X, + n Y, (defined by f[{x,}] = 
nntafa[x,]) of any family {fa: X, + Y,} of usco-compact correspondences is usco- 
compact. 
Equivalently, the reduced product correspondence of usco-compact correspon- 
dences is usco-compact, i.e. if fa: X + Y, is usco-compact for each a, then so is the 
correspondence f: X + n { Y,} defined by f[x] = n {fn[x]}. 
(e) Let the correspondences fa: X, + Y be usco-compact. Then the correspon- 
dence f: C {X,} + Y defined by f[x] =fa[x] for x e X, is usco-compact. 
Equivalently, iff,: X, + Y, are usco-compact then so is the sumf: 1 {X,} + I{ Y,} 
defined by f[(a, x)] =f=[x] for x E X,. 
(f) The composition of two usco-compact correspondences is usco-compact. 
(g) Let the correspondences fo: X, + Y be usco-compact. Then the correspon- 
dence f:n {X,1- Y defined by f[x] =n {fa[xa]} where x = {x,} is usco-compact. 
Equivalently, if fa : X + Y are usco-compact then so is f: X + Y defined by f [x] = 
n {fa[xI). 
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2.3. Correspondences preserving a-dd, u-db and a-dr families 
Definition. A correspondence f: X + Y, where X and Y are uniform spaces, is called 
u-dd, u-db- or a-dr-preserving if the image of each u-dd, a-db. or u-dr family is 
u-dd, u-db or w-dr, respectively. 
It is easy to prove that a correspondence_/-: X + Y is u-dd-, a-db- or a-dr-preserving 
iff it takes discrete families to a-dd, a-db or a-dr families, respectively. Therefore 
each a-dd-preserving correspondence is a-db-preserving, and each a-db-preserving 
correspondence is u-dr-preserving. 
Obviously every constant mapping is a-db-preserving, and a constant mapping 
from a non-separable uniform space is not u-dd-preserving. More generally: 
Proposition. A correspondence f: X + Y is u-dd-preserving ifsf is a-db-preserving and 
the preimages of points are separable (as uniform spaces: i.e. the discrete collections 
are countable, or equivalently, the countable uniform covers form a basis for the uniform 
covers). 
Proof. For the necessity consider a discrete family {X,1 a E A} in f -‘[y] for y E Y. 
The family {f [X,] 1 a E A} is u-dd, and thus point-countable by Proposition 1.3. It 
follows that only a countable number of Xa’s is non-empty. 
Let f be u-db-preserving, and let the preimages of points be separable. Consider 
any discrete family {X, 1 a E A} in X. The family {f [X,]} is u-db and point-countable 
according to our assumptions, and thus by Proposition 1.3 the family {f [X,]} is a-dd. 
It should be noted that if f is u-dr-preserving correspondence (!), and the 
preimages of points are separable, then f need not be u-db-preserving. Consider 
the family {X,} from Remark 1.3, and the correspondence f [ p] = X, from wI 
endowed with the discrete metric to [w. 
2.4. Properties of a-dd-, u-db- and u-dr-preserving correspondences 
(a) The composition of two a-dd-, u-db- or u-dr-preserving correspondences is 
of the same type. Recall once more that every a-dd-preserving correspondence is 
a-db-preserving, and every a-db-preserving correspondence is u-dr-preserving. 
(b) Let fn be a a-dd-, u-db- or a-dr-preserving correspondence from X to Y for 
n E w. Then so is the correspondence f: X + Y defined by f [x] = U { fn[x]I n E 01. 
Equivalently, let g,: X,, --f Y be a-dd-, u-db- or u-dr-preserving, then so is 
f:C{X,,}-+ Y defined by f[(n,x)]=g,[xl. 
(c) Let f: X + Y be a u-dd-, a-db- or a-dr-preserving correspondence from the 
uniform space X to the uniform space Y. Then the same is true if X is endowed 
with some coarser and Y with some finer uniformity. 
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(d) Let be a correspondence from space X, Y for E A. 
Then, the correspondence f: n {X,} + Y defined by f[{xa}] = n {fO[xall a E A) is 
u-dd-preserving. 
(e) Let fa be a a-dd-preserving correspondence from a space X, to Y, for a E A. 
Then, the correspondence f: JJ {Xa} + n { Y,} defined by f[{xa}] = n {fO[xO]l a E A} 
is cr-dd-preserving. 
(f) Let fn: X + Y, c Y be u-dd-, cr-db- or cr-dr-preserving for a E A. Let f be 
defined by f[x] = lJ {fa[x]I a E A}. 
(f,) If Y = I{ Ya}, then f: X + Y is a-dd-, a-db- or a-dr-preserving, respectively. 
Particularly, if all ga:X, -+ YO, a E A, have one of the properties then so has 
g:c {X,}+ C {Y,} defined in an obvious way. 
(f2) If { Y,} is u-dd in Y, and the domain off, is separable for a E A, thenf: X + Y 
is a-dd-, a-db- or a-dr-preserving, respectively. 
(f3) If {Y,} is a-dd in Y, and Y is a-dd-simple, then f: X -+ Y is cT-dd, a-db- or 
a-dr-preserving. Particularly, under these assumptions on { YO} and Y, if X = C {X,} 
and the domain of each fa is in X, then f has the respective property. 
(g) Let f: X + Y be a-dd-, u-db- or a-dr-preserving on f-‘[ YO], and let { YO} be 
a-dr in the cT-dd-simple space Y. Suppose thatf[X] c U { Y,l a E A}. Thenf is a-dd-, 
a-db- or u-dr-preserving. 
Proofs. (a) is trivial. 
(b) Clearly f[ M] = lJ {fn[ M]} for M = X, and the first assertion is obtained from 
1.4(b). Clearly the first assertion implies the second one, and for the converse put 
X = C {X,,}, and define fn by f,[(n, x)] = g,[x], and f,[(m, x)] = 0 for m f n. 
(c) is trivial and corresponds to 1.4(c). 
(d), (e) Let {RI c E C} be a discrete family in n {X,1 a E A}. Let rTTAs denote the 
projection from n {X,] a E A} onto n {X,] a E A’} for A’ c A. There are a finite set 
A’=iu,,..., uk}c A, and a-discrete covers Q,, . . . , ek of X,,, . . . , X,, such that 
{7rAf[D,]} is %2, X. . . x%Vk-discrete, i.e. each element U, X. . ’ x U, of ak meets at 
mostonesetD,,cEC.Denote~={U=U,X...XUkX~{X,Ia~A’}I~jE~j,j= 
1, . . . , k}. Then 
D,~U{UE~ID,nUfiZi}. (**) 
The family f[%] is a-dd. In the case (d) it follows from 1.4(d) and the last 
paragraph of 1.3 because f[ U] c fa,[ U,] n . . . nfo,[ U,] for U E 92. In the case (e) 
it follows from 1.4(e) and the last paragraph of 1.3 because f[ U]cfJ U,] x * * . x 
fa,[ U,] in { Y,] a E A’} for U E 4. 
Now, for each c E C, the family {f[ U] 1 U E 32, U n D, # 0) covers f[ DC] accord- 
ing to (**), and thus {f[Dc]} is w-dd according to 1.4(b) and the last paragraph of 
1.3. 
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The assertions (f) and (g) follow without difficulty from 1.4(f) (via 1.4(b)) and 
1.4(g). 
Remark. The assertion (d) does not hold for a-db-preserving correspondences. 
Define g to be the identity map on R, and f: R + [w byf[x] = G if x = x(G) for some 
open G, and f[x]= 0 otherwise. (Here we use the notation of Example 1.3.). 
Consider the correspondence h: iRd x [w + R defined by h[(x, y)] =f[x] n g[y]. The 
family {{(x, x)] I x E R} is discrete in Iwd x R, and its image {x(G)} is not a-dr. (Here 
and in what follows lRd is R endowed with the discrete metric.) 
Assertion (e) does not hold for cT-db-preserving mappings. Let g be the identity 
map on R, and f be the correspondence from Iwd to R defined by f[x] = (0) for 
x E R. Then the map h defined by h[(x, y)] =f[x] x g[y] is the projection of Iwd xR 
onto (0) XR which is not a-dr-preserving. Assertions (fi) and (f3) do not hold for 
{R,}u-db. Again in the notation of Example 1.3 define the correspondence&: Rd + R 
by &[x] = {x[ G]} n {x} for open G c R. The family { Yc = G ] G open in R} is a-db, 
all fc are a-dd-preserving, and the correspondence f: Iwd + R defined by f[x] = 
U {&[x] 1 G open in R} ( = {x} or 0) is not cr-dr-preserving. 
Assertions (f3) and (g) do not hold if Y is not assumed a-dd-simple. Let { Y,( a E A} 
be a discrete family, and {Z,] 6 E B,} be discrete familes in Y, for a E A such that 
{ Y, n Z,,l a E A, b E B} is not u-dd, and hence is not a-dr because of the disjointness. 
(The first example is appropriate here.) Endow the set X = U {{a} x B,J a E A} with 
the discrete metric, and definef,: X + Y, byfa[( a, b)] = Z, n Y,. The correspondence 
f: X + Y defined by f[(a, b)] = U {Z,, n Y,l c E A} is not a-dr-preserving. 
2.5. Projections 
Lemma. (a) Let F: X + Y be a u-dd-preserving correspondence, and Y be u-dd-simple. 
Then the projection 7~~: gr F + Y is also a-dd-preserving (in the induced uniformity on 
grFcXxY). 
(b) Let f: X + Y be a a-db- or a-dr-preserving mapping, and Y be u-dd-simple. 
Then the projection rr,,: gr f + Y is also a-db- or u-dr-preserving, respectively (in the 
induced uniformity on gr f c X X Y). 
(c) Let X be a separable uniform space (i.e. its uniformity is generated by countable 
uniform covers), and let Y be an arbitrary uniform space. Then the projection rry: X x 
Y + Y is u-dd-preserving, and so is every restriction of TT~. 
Proofs. (a) Let {II,1 a E A} be discrete in gr F c X x Y. There are a uniform cover 
U and u-discrete cover V of X and Y, respectively, such that U x V meets at most 
one 0, for U E 4 and VE 9’-. Let VE v. Then the family { Vn TTJD,]} is a-dd 
because Vnr,[D,]C VnF[rx[(X~V)nDa]], and {rx[(XxV)nD,]} is dis- 
crete. Now it follows from 1.4(g) that { ny[D,]} is a-dd in Y. 
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(b) The proof is much like that of (a); now Vn 7rJDJ= Vn 
f[nx[(X X V) A D,]], and 1.4(g) and 1.4(b) apply. 
(c) Consider the correspondence F: X + Y defined by F[x] = Y for x E X. As X 
is separable F is add-preserving. If Y is c-&f-simple then (c) follows from (a). In 
the general case proceed as in the proof of (a), and use 1.4(fJ instead of 1.4(g). 
Remark. Assertion (b) does not hold for correspondences. Let F: Rd + R be defined 
by F[x]=R\{x}. The correspondence F is a-&-preserving but the projection in 
question is not a-&-preserving. 
2.6. Paracompactness 
The final results concern the preservation of paracompactness under usco-compact 
correspondences and e-d&simplicity of paracompact spaces. For convenience, call 
a uniform space paracompact if every open cover has a a-discrete refinement 
(discrete is understood in the uniform sense!). It is easy to check that a topological 
space is paracompact (in the usual sense) iff the fine uniformity is paracompact. Of 
course, one should know that a topological space is paracompact if every open 
cover has a v-discrete (in the topological sense) open refinement, see [I] or [4]. 
By a well-known result of A.H. Stone recalled in the introduction every metric space 
is paracompact. 
Theorem. Let f be an usco-compact u-dr-preserving correspondence of a uniform space 
X onto a uniform space Y. If X is paracompact then so is Y. 
Proof. It is easy to see that to prove Y is paracompact, it is enough to show that 
every finitely additive open cover of Y has a u-discrete refinement. Then, assume 
that v is a finitely additive open cover of Y. Let 4 = {f -‘I v[] VE v}. Since f is 
usco-compact, Q is an open cover of X. Since X is paracompact, there is a a-discrete 
refinement d of a. Then f [A] refines V, and f [A] has a c-discrete refinement 
which is a a-discrete refinement of ‘Ir. 
Remark. In Theorem the assumption “F is a-dr-preserving” may be weakened to: 
the images of discrete families of open sets are u-dr. The proof works because 
obviously & can be taken to consist of open sets. The same comment applies to 
the following Corollary. 
Corollary. The images of a metric space under u-dr-preserving usco-compact correspon- 
dences are paracompact. 
We shall need the following important property of paracompact spaces. 
Proposition. Let X be a paracompact uniform space. Every topologically discrete family 
{X,} in X (i.e. each point has a neighbourhood which meets at most one X,) is u-dd 
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in X. Hence {X,} is a-dd in X iff it is a-dd in the topological sense. The space X is 
u-dd-simple. 
Assume that {X=} is topologically discrete in X, and let A = U {A,] n E w} 
be a cover of X such that each 1, is discrete in X, and each element of & meets 
at most one X0. Put X,, = lJ {Xa n MI A4 E&,,}. Clearly {X,,} is a a-discrete 
decomposition of {Xa}. This proves the first assertion. The second one follows 
immediately from the first one. The last one follows from the second one, since 
obviously “topological” discreteness is “simple”. 
Remark of July 1982. Paracompact uniform spaces admit Tamano-type characteriz- 
ation, see the first author’s contribution to Abstracts of Leningrad International 
Topological Conference, Leningrad 1982. The authors would like to express their 
gratitude to M. HuSek and M. Rice for calling their attention to Jean Ferrier, 
Paracompacite et espaces uniformes, Fund. Math. LX11 (1968), 7-30, where para- 
compact uniform spaces are introduced to prove paracompactness of some topo- 
logical spaces using the obvious but very important fact that if X = IJ {X,1 n E w}, 
and if each X, is paracompact then so is X. 
3. Analytic and Luzin spaces 
3.1. Analytic and Luzin spaces, general properties 
Definition. A uniform space X is called analytic (Luzin), if there exists an usco- 
compact (disjoint and usco-compact) a-dd-preserving correspondence f from 
complete metric space S onto X; the correspondence f is called an analytic (Luzin) 
parametrization of X. If there exists an analytic (Luzin) parametrization f: S + X 
of X such that K = max(w,, weight (S)) then X is called K-analytic (K-Luzin). A 
topological space is called K-analytic (K-Luzin) if the topologically fine uniformity 
iS K-analytic (K-LUZin). 
It is shown in [34] that there exists an analytic space A such that there is no 
usco-compact “cT-discrete-preserving” map from a complete metric space onto A. 
For topologically fine analytic spaces the existence of “a-discrete-preserving 
parametrization” is open. 
Remark. Every K-LUZin space is K-analytic. 
Theorem a. Every analytic uniform space is paracompact, in particular, the underlying 
topological space of an analytic uniform space is paracompact. Every analytic space is 
a-dd-simple, and a family is a-dd iflit is a-dd with discrete conceived in the topological 
sense. 
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Proof. Apply Corollary 2.6 and Proposition 2.6. 
Remarks. (a) If S is a separable space then every correspondence from S is u-dd- 
preserving. Hence w-analytic (o-Luzin) spaces are just the usco-compact (disjoint 
usco-compact) images of separable complete metric spaces. It should be noted that 
w-analytic spaces have been called analytic by the first author in his papers, and 
K-analytic by G. Choquet [2,3]. w-Luzin spaces were called Borelian in [6], and 
descriptive Bore1 by C.A. Rogers [36]. 
(b) A uniform space X is K-analytic (K-Luzin) iff the topologically fine uniformity 
is K-analytic (K-Luzin) and the two uniformities are a-dd-equivalent (the meaning 
of this term seems to be obvious). 
Proof. “If” is obvious, and “only if’ follows from Theorem a. 
(c) The following conditions on a uniform space X are equivalent: 
X is w-analytic (w-Luzin) 
X is analytic (Luzin) and the uniformity is separable. 
(a) 
(P) 
Proof. If X is w-analytic (w-Luzin), then X is self-evidently analytic, and X is 
separable because every open cover and hence every uniform cover, has a countable 
refinement by Theorem 2.6. Conversely, if X is analytic (Luzin) and the uniformity 
is separable, then for any analytic (Luzin) parametrization f: S + X of X the 
subspace D(f) has the property that every discrete family in D(f) is countable, 
and hence f: D(f)+X is an analytic (Luzin) parametrization of X with the 
domain a separable complete metric space. 
(d) The following conditions on a topological space X are equivalent: 
X is w-analytic (w-Luzin). 
Any compatible uniformity of X is analytic (Luzin). 
Some separable compatible uniformity is analytic (Luzin). 
(a) 
(P) 
(Y) 
Proof. (y) implies ((Y) by points (b) and (c) of this Remark. Condition (a) implies 
(/3), because (a) implies that there is an analytic parametrization of X from a 
Polish space (i.e. separable complete metric space). This parametrization is u-dd- 
preserving if X endowed with any uniformity. Finally, ( p) implies (y) because.for 
each uniformity there exists a separable topologically equivalent uniformity. 
The technique used in the foregoing remark can be used to describe the smallest 
K for which a given space is K-analytic. 
Proposition. Let X be analytic (Luzin). Then the smallest K such that X is K-analytic 
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(K-LUZin) equals the smallest infinite cardinal a such that each discrete set in X is of 
cardinal at most o. 
Corollary. If X then X i#X 
Proof of Proposition. Let (Y be the smallest (Y > wO with the property, and also K be 
the smallest K such that X is K-analytic (K-Luzin). To show K 4 a take an analytic 
(Luzin) parametrization f: S + X with S and therefore also the domain of weights K. 
If {S,] a E A} is discrete in S then {f [S,]} . IS a-dd in X, and hence the cardinal of 
A is at most a. w. = a, which yields the result. For the converse inequality let 
f: S + X be any analytic (Luzin) parametrization of X. If M is an infinite discrete 
set in X, then {f -‘[ml] m E M} is point-finite and completely closed-additive in S, 
and hence obviously locally finite, and hence each set {y,,, m E M} with y, E f -‘[ m] 
is locally finite, hence topologically discrete, and hence a-discrete in the metric 
uniformity of S. Its cardinal which is equal the cardinal of M is at most w,, times 
the weight of S. 
Seemingly the deepest result on analytic spaces says: 
Theorem b. Every point-finite completely Suslin-additive (i.e. the union of each sub- 
family is Suslin) family in an analytic space is a-dd. (And it is elementary that a a-dd 
(even with discrete in the old toplogical sense) family of Suslin sets in any space is 
completely Suslin-additive.) 
The proof is in [ 181, where several applications and references to previous weaker 
results are given. The result is applied in [19] where measurable maps are studied. 
No result of this paper depends on Theorem b. We will use in Remark 3.2.a, that 
a one-to-one Suslin-bimeasurable map between analytic spaces is c-dd-preserving. 
This is a corollary to Theorem b. 
Theorem c. The image of an analytic (Luzin) space under usco-compact (disjoint and 
usco-compact) cr-dd-preserving correspondence is analytic (Luzin). Countableproducts, 
and arbitrary sums of analytic (Luzin) spaces are analytic (Luzin). 
Proof. The first statement follows from 2.2(f) and 2.4(a). 
The other statements follow from 2.2(d) and 2.4(e), or from 2.2(e) and 2.4(f,) 
respectively. 
Denote by Anal (X) (Luz (X)) the collection of all analytic (Luzin) subspaces 
of a space X. 
Theorem d. Anal (X) is closed under the Suslin operation, in particular, under coun table 
unions and countable intersections. Zf X is u-dd-simple, then Anal (X) is closed under 
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the u-dd unions. Luz (X) is closed under the disjoint Suslin operation, in particular, 
under disjoint countable unions, and countable intersections. If X is a-dd-simple, then 
Luz (X) is closed under the disjoint a-dd unions. 
Proof. According to the Theorem c the countable product of complete metric spaces 
is analytic. According to 2.4(d) and 2.2(g) countable intersections of analytic (Luzin) 
sets are analytic (Luzin). Similarly using 2.4(b) and 2.2(e) we can prove that Anal 
(X) (Luz (X)) is closed under countable (disjoint countable) unions. The assertions 
about a-dd unions follow from 2.4(f,) and 2.2(e). 
It remains to show that Anal (X) (Luz (X)) is closed under Suslin (disjoint 
Suslin) operation. 
Let &,I,+, be analytic (Luzin) in X for u E ww, n E w. The set S = 
u cn {S,,.+, InEw}luEw”} is the projection of G= 
~{~{[{u~a~n+1=7}xS,]~7.E~n+‘}~ n E w}. All sets of the form {gi (~1 n + 1 = r} X 
S, are analytic (Luzin) according to Theorem c. Hence G is analytic (Luzin) in 
ww XX according to the above facts that Anal (X) (Luz (X)) is closed under 
(disjoint) countable unions and countable intersections. The projection of G into 
X is a-dd-preserving (and disjoint) according to 3.1(a) and Lemma 2.5(c) and being 
a continuous mapping it is usco-compact. Then Theorem c implies that S is analytic 
(Luzin). 
Corollary to Theorem d. If S is a Suslin (d-Suslin) set in an analytic (Luzin) space 
then S endowed with the subspace uniformity is analytic (Luzin). 
Proof. According to Theorem d it suffices to prove that a closed subset of an analytic 
(Luzin) space is analytic (Luzin). Let f: M + X be an analytic (Luzin) parametriz- 
ation, and let F be a closed subset of X. Then the correspondencef,: M + F defined 
by &[x] =f[x] n F is an analytic (Luzin) parametrization of F. 
Remark e. By definition all compact spaces, and all complete metric spaces are 
analytic, and hence if Y is a Suslin (d-Suslin) set in the product of a compact space 
by a complete metric space, then Y is analytic (Luzin) in the subspace uniformity, 
and also in any finer uniformity compatible with the topology. We shall show in 
the next section that each analytic (Luzin) space is obtained in this way. 
Example. The union of a countable number of Luzin subspaces does not need to 
be Luzin, e.g. a u-compact space doesn’t need to be Luzin, see [ 10, 7.91; one takes 
the sum of a sequence of uncountable compact spaces with just one accumulation 
point, and then identify the accumulation points. The union of two K-Luzin sets is 
K-LUZin by [15]. 
3.2. Baire spaces 
In conclusion of this section we shall show that every analytic (Luzin) space 
admits an analytic parametrization from a Baire space, i.e. from a K~ where K has 
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the discrete uniformity. Before going to the “parametrization” results we introduce 
an auxiliary Lemma which will be also used in the following section (Proof of 
Lemma 4.2.b). 
Lemma. Let {C,, n E w} be a sequence of subsets of the topological space X such that 
C “+I CC, for nEw. Let C,={C,nZlZEZ,} f or some disjoint collection Z,, of 
Z,-sets such that C,, = U C,,. Then there exist partitions D, = D,(C,, . . . , C,,) of C, 
such that D, refines C,,, {D( DE D,+,} re J; nes D,, D c C for at most countably many 
- 
DED,,forCEC,, and n{D,}nn{D;}=0 h w enever D, # 0; for some n E w, 
where {D,} and {Dk} are decreasing sequences with D,, 0: E D, for n E w. 
Proof. Choose some fixed n E w. Put Z,(O) = Z,, and construct disjoint collections 
of Z,-sets Z,,(k), k E w, in the following way. Let Z,(k) be constructed. Express 
any element Z of Z,,(k) as Z = U {Z,,,(Z) 1 m E w} where Z,,, are zero-sets and 
Z,cZ*+,. Put Z,(k+l)=U{{Z,(Z)\Z,~,(Z)lmEw}lZEZ,(k)} where 
Z~,(Z)=MforanyZ.FinallyputD,(C,,...,C,)={C,nZ,n...nZ,IZ,~Z,(n) 
for k E n}. Since Z,, . . . , Z, are disjoint and their unions contain C,, because 
C k+, c C, for k E w, also D, is a partition of C,. Obviously D, refines C,,, (01 DE 
Dn+,} refines D, and D c C for at most countably many DE D, for C E C,,. Let 
{D,} and { Dk} be the sequences from the assertion of Lemma. Let D, # Dk, and 
D,=C,nZ,(n)n... nZ,(n) and D~=C,,nZl,(n)n..~nZ~(n) with Z,(n), 
Z;(n) E Z,(n). Then there is ks n such that Z,(n) n Z;(n) = 0. Since D,,, c D,, 
DL+, c Dl, both D,,, and DL,, are contained in some element Z,(n + l), Z;(n + 1) 
of Z,(n+ l), respectively. But Z,(n+ 1)~ Z,(n) and Z;(n+ 1)~ Z;(n). This proves 
that D,,, no’,,I= 0 and concludes the proof. 
Proposition. Let M be a complete metric space. Then there are a closed subset F of a 
Baire space K w, and a one-to-one w-dd-preserving continuous mapping (in fact bimeasur- 
able mapping) from F onto M. 
Remark a. The existence of a generalized homeomorphism is proved in [37, Theorem 
41, and the result [22, Theorem 21 (generalized in Theorem 3.1.b) shows in particular 
that any such generalized homeomorphism (even any Suslin-bimeasurable map) is 
a-dd-preserving. However Proposition does not depend on the deep result from the 
last reference. We shall prove it using the foregoing technical Lemma. An alternative 
elementary proof can be found in [28, Lemma 1.4.8 and 1, pp. 3 l-331. 
Proof of Proposition. Put C,, = M, let C,, be disjoint r-discrete covers of M by 
Z--sets of diameter less then 22”. 
The partitions D, from Lemma are obviously a-discrete and the map f: n,,,, D, + 
M defined by f [{ D,}] = n {D,} is th e asked parametrization if we imbed D, into 
K for some K Z sup{card( D,)}. Indeed n {D,,} = n {D,} for centered {D,}, because 
n {E} = {d} is a singleton and there is only one centered sequence {Dn} with 
fUOn>={d> b y L emma. Without difficulty the domain off is closed in n,,,,,, D, 
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and hence translates into a closed subset of Km. {D,} is a Luzin sequence in the 
terminology of the following Section 4. 
Remark c. Stone’s result [37, Theorem 31 with Proposition imply that there is a 
continuous a-db-preserving mapping from a Baire space onto M for any non-empty 
complete metric space M. The same for the a-d&preserving parametrization does 
not hold (for example consider any complete metric space with not all non-empty 
open sets of the same weight). 
Theorem. Let A be an analytic (Luzin) space with a parametrization g: M + A. Then, 
there is a Baire space Km, and an analytic (Luzin) parametrization f: K“’ + A such that 
the images ofpoints refine {g[m]l m E M}. 
This assertion follows from the above Proposition, 2.2(f) and 2.4(a) 
4. Various characterizations of analytic and Luzin spaces 
4.1. The main theorem 
We introduce the concept of analytic, and Luzin sequences of covers which serve 
for the intrinsic characteristization of the respective spaces like the complete sequen- 
ces of countable covers in the case of w-analytic spaces [6], or a complete sequence 
of open covers in the case of Tech complete spaces (see Section 5). 
Recall that a family {M,] a E A} of covers of a topological space X is called 
complete if each “Cauchy” filter has an adherent point, i.e. if F is a filter, and 
F’nM,#0 foreacha,thenn{F]FEF}fiZI. 
For example, a uniform space is complete if the uniform covers form a complete 
collection of covers. Recall that a sequence of covers M, is complete iff for any 
M,,EM, the sets Pk=n{M,Insk}X converge to the compact set n { Pk/ k E w}. 
Say that a sequence of covers M, of a subset X of Y is complete in Y if n {P:} c X. 
In fact a sequence of covers of X is complete iff it is complete in Y for every Y 
containing X. On the other hand, if {M,,} is any sequence of covers of X, then {M,} 
is complete in X. 
Definition. Say that {M,,} is an analytic sequence of covers of X if all M,, are 
r-discrete and {M”} is a complete sequence. If moreover n {( I{ M,( n c k}l k E w} 
where M, E M,, form a disjoint cover of X we say that {M”} is a Luzin sequence 
of covers of X. 
The notions {M,} is an analytic (Luzin) sequence of covers of X in Y are defined 
similarly using the completeness in Y. 
Remark. The analytic sequence {M,,} is a Luzin sequence of covers iff all M, are 
disjoint, and n M,, = n {f 7 { M,j n < k} 1 k E W} for M, E M,. 
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The aim of this section is the proof of the following: 
Theorem. The following properties of a umform space X are equivalent: 
(a) X is analytic (Luzin). 
( /3) X is the image of a complete metric space under a usco-compact (disjoint and 
usco-compact) a-dr-preserving correspondence. 
( y) X is the image of a complete metric space M under an usco-compact (disjoint 
and usco-compact) correspondence f with the property that each subfamily of 
{f[U]I Uopenin M} 
has a u-discrete reJinement. 
(6) X admits an analytic (Luzin) sequence of covers. 
(E) There exists a topological embedding L of X into the product of a compact space 
K by a complete metric space P such that L is uniformly continuous, and L[X] is a 
Suslin (d-Suslin) set in K x l? 
Proof. The implications (a) +( /3 )+( y) are self-evident. In the parenthesized 
“Luzin case” (cz)~( /3)@ ( y) trivially. It suffices to notice that a discrete family in 
M can be separated by disjoint open sets. Further (E)+(Q) follows from Remark 
3.1(e). 
Before going to the proof of ( y)~ (6) +(F) we state some remarks. 
Remarks. (a) The characterization (6) shows that the concept of analytic spaces is 
very natural. Some properties of analyticity in Theorems of Section 3 follow quite 
easily from (6). On the other hand, in general the elements of the covers are very 
wild sets which cannot be made “nice” and therefore one should use more compli- 
cated analytic parametrizations. 
(b) For w-analytic spaces in the characterization (E) one can take for P a singleton. 
4.2. Proof of (y)*(8)*(~). 
We shall need an auxiliary lemma for (6)+(~): 
Lemma a. Let X be a (uniform) subspace of a uniform space Y, and let {C,,} be an 
analytic (Luzin) sequence of covers of X in Y. Then X is a Suslin (d-Suslin) set in Y. 
Proof. Let C’,,, be discrete subcollections of C,, with C,, = U_,, C,,,,, and 
c,, n c,,. = 0 for m # m’(m E w, n E w). (-t) 
Put F, “,..., rr,, = ( 7 {I._, C,,!I j = 0,. . . , n} for (a,, . . . , a,,) E co”+‘. We are going to show 
that X = U O---l IF++, I nEw}laEw”}. Obviously XcU{n{F,I,+,ln~w}la~ 
wW}. Conversely, let x E n {F,,.,, / n E W} for some u E w”. Thus for any neighbour- 
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hood U(x) of x, and any fixed n E w the intersection U(x) n n {I_. C’,,lj = 0,. . . , n} 
is non-empty. Since all Cj,, are discrete, we can suppose that U(x) = U,,(x) meets 
only one set of Cj,, for j = 0, . . . , n. In this manner we obtain C, E Cjc,, j = 0, . . . , n 
for n E w. For n + 1 choose U,,+,(x) c U,( ) x , and find Ci in a similar way. It follows 
that C, = Cl for j = 0,. . , n, and we receive a centered sequence {Cj]jE w} with 
C, E CJm, by induction. Then x E n{f I{ C,l n G k} 1 k E w} c X by completeness of { C,} 
in Y. 
If the sequence {C,,} is Luzin then for two a, (T’ in ww and x E n F,,,+, n n F,,,,,,, 
it follows from the induction above that x E n {C,,} n n {CA}, thus u = (T’ because 
{C’,,} is Luzin, and (+) is fulfilled. 
Proof of (@+(E) in Theorem. We shall define the metric space P at first. Let {M,,} 
be an analytic (Luzin) sequence of covers of X. Let M,,, be discrete subcollections 
of M,, with M,, = U { M,,,I m E w}. There are uniformly continuous pseudometrics 
pk such that every M,,, is pk discrete ( pk distances are 2 1 for example) for some 
k. Put PO = nkew (x, Pk), and let P be the completion of a Hausdorff modification 
of PO. Let K be the Samuel compactification of X, and define L: X + K x P by 
L(X) = (x, x) -(here x in P denotes the respective equivalence class in PO). It is easy 
to verify that L has the asked properties. For the fact that L[X] = S is Suslin (d-Suslin) 
use preceding Lemma a. 
The implication ( y) + (6) seems to be most complicated. We shall need a technical 
lemma for “the case of Luzin spaces”. 
Lemma b. Let X he a uniform space, and let {C’,,} be a complete sequence of u-dd 
covers of X with {n,_ ( 1 {C,, n 4 k} 1 C,, E C, for n E w} a disjoint family. Then there 
is a Luzin sequence of covers in X. 
Proof. We can suppose that the covers C,, are disjoint (they must be), and that C’,,+, 
refines C,. Choose for any n E w some a-discrete decomposition D, for C’,. There 
are zero-sets Z(D) 1 D for D E D, such that Z,, = {Z(D) I DE D,} is a-discrete. Let 
Z,,=U{Z,,lmEw} where Z,,, are discrete. Define W,, = {z\IJ {Z’l Z’E Z,,,, m < 
k} 1 Z E Z”k}. The last collection is a-discrete and consists of Z,-sets. Let W,,(C) be 
thetraceofW,,onCEC,,.LetC,xCC,I... be a sequence of elements of C,, C,, . . . . 
Using Lemma 3.2 for the partitions W,( C,), W,( C,), . . we obtain D,( W,( C,), . . . 
W,(C,)). Since C,, . . , C,_, are unambiguously determined by C,, we can write 
D, = D,(C,). Define collections Y,, = U {Dn( C,,)l C, E C,}. The covers Y,, form a 
Luzin sequence. Indeed, Y,, are c-discrete because all D,(C,,) are countable 
“decompositions” of W,,( C,). The sequence {Y,,} is complete because Y,, is a 
refinement of C,,. Let {Y,,}, { YL} be two distinct sequences, Y,, Yk E Y,,. Let Y,, A 
YL=iZi.Thereare C,,C~EC,, suchthat Y,,cC,,, YLcCL.IfC,nCL=M then 
(nksw n&k yn) n (nkc, nnsk y;) = izi by th e assumption of Lemma b. Let 
Y,,, YL c C,, for n E w. Then n { Y,} n n {Y;} = 0 by the construction of Y,, and 
Lemma 3.2. 
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“Analytic case”: Let f: M + X be the parametrization from (y). Let C,, be a 
a-discrete open refinement of the cover of M, by 2-“-balls. Let D, be a disjoint 
a-discrete refinement for {f[B]I B E C,} consisting of non-empty sets. Define 
cp,:D,-+C,suchthatf[cp,[D]]~DforD~D,.LetushaveD ,,..., D,,cp ,,..., (P,,, 
such that 
(a,,,): Di are a-discrete and disjoint covers of X for i = I,. . . , m 
(b,): pi: D, + Ci 
(c,): Di+l refines D, 
(d,):foranyDiEDi(iE{l,..., m}), there is one and only one sequence D, 2 D, 2 
. . .I D, such that Dk E Dk for k = 1, . . . , i and f[cp,[ D,] n. . . A pi[ Di]] 2 D;. 
The D, and cp, constructed above fulfil (ai)-( Let us construct D,+, and pm+, 
such that (a,+,)-(d,,,) hold. Let D, E D,, D, 2. . .x D, be from (d,). We know 
thatf[dDJl n. . . n cp,[ D,]] 2 D,, and C,,,,, n cp,[ D,] n. . . n p,[ D,] is an open 
cover of p,[D,]n. . . n cp,[ D,]. Let D,+,( D,) be a r-discrete refinement for 
f[Cf?l+, n CpdDJ n . . . n (P~[QJ. 
We know according to Theorem 2.6 and the remark following it that X is 
paracompact, and by Proposition 2.6 the space X is cT-d&simple. Therefore the 
collection U {D,, , (D,) 1 D, E D,} is u-dd. Denote by D,,, some disjoint c-discrete 
common refinement of D, and the last collection. The construction enables us to 
define (P,,,+~ : D,+, + Cm+, such thatf[cp,+,[D,+,l n cp,[DJ n. . . n a,JQJl = D,+, 
and the induction is finished. 
Let D,ED ,,..., D,ED, ,..., and let D,~D2~...~D,,~..= be a centered 
- 
sequence. Denote C, = cp,[D,]. According to (d,), n E w, (C,,) is centered, and C,, 
converge to a compact set K by the completeness of C,,. Since D, c f[ C, n . . . n C’,,] 
for n E w, and f is usco-compact the sets D, have to converge to some compact 
subset of the compact set f[K]. 
“Luzin case”: As we have pointed out above (-y)+(a) in this case immediately. 
Thus X is a Luzin space, and according to Theorem 3.2 there are a Baire space K~, 
and a Luzin parametrization f: K~ + X. The “Baire intervals” {d = (do, . . .)I dl n + 1 = 
T}, 7 E Kn+‘, form a discrete cover D, of Ku. The sequence D, is Luzin, and its 
image under f has the properties needed in Lemma b. 
4.3. 
Corollary a. Let A be an analytic (Luzin) subset of a uniform space X. Then A is 
Suslin (d-Suslin) in X. 
Proof. It suffices to use preceding Theorem (a)+(8), and Lemma 4.2(a). 
Corollary b. Let {C,} be a Luzin sequence of covers of X. Then the members of 
IJ {C,} are Luzin. 
Proof. Let C E C,, and C’F = {Dn C/D E C,} for n E w. The sequence {Cy} is a 
Luzin sequence of covers of C, and we use Theorem 4.1(S) +(a). 
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Remark. Using the first separation principle [ 19,§ 1] we can show that if X admits 
an analytic sequence of covers with the covers disjoint and consisting of Suslin sets 
then the space is Luzin, and the elements of the covers of any Luzin sequence are 
elements of the smallest u-algebra containing the zero sets and closed under 
formation of discrete unions. 
4.4. Absolute Suslin spaces 
w-analytic spaces X are described as “absolute Suslin sets” to mean that if X is 
topologically embedded in Y then X is a Suslin set in Y. 
Theorem. In orderfor a uniform space X to be analytic it is necessary and sujicient that 
(a): if 1: X + Y is a a-dd-preserving (optional: and uniformly continuous) topological 
embedding then L[X] is Suslin in Y 
( /3): there exists a cr-dd-preserving uniformly continuous mapping of X into a metric 
space. 
Proof. Let X be analytic. Then L[X] is analytic, and hence by Corollary 4.3(a), 
L[X] is Suslin in Y. To check ( p), consider the embedding L: X + K x P in Condition 
(F) in Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 2.5(c) the projection r: K x P + P is a-dd-preserving. 
The map L is also a-dd-preserving because in L[X] the topologically and uniformly 
a-dd families coincide by Theorem 3.1. a, and L is a homeomorphism. Hence r 0 L 
is a-dd-preserving. 
Conversely, assume (a) and ( p). Let f: X + S be the mapping from (p), and let 
j be the mapping of X into the Samuel compactification J? of X, and consider the 
reduced product 
L:x+sIx% 
where 2 is the completion of S. Theorem 4.1 ((F) + (a )) applies. 
Example. We do not know any example of a topologically fine space which fulfils 
(CZ) and is not analytic. We do not know even any example of a cT-dd-simple 
non-analytic space fulfilling (a). We can note only the following. Recall the example 
of non-a-dd-simple space from “Warning” in 1.2. Of course the space X is not 
analytic (Theorem 3.1 .a). Let L: X + Y be any cT-dd-preserving toplogical embedding. 
Then the families {~[x,]} and {{L[x]}I x E X,} for a E A are u-dd in Y. It follows 
that X is F,, and thus Suslin in Y. 
5. Analytic toplological spaces 
Recall that a topological space is called analytic if the topologically fine uniformity 
is analytic. Here we give several characterizations of analyticity of topological spaces 
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by means of Tech complete spaces. Recall that a (completely regular!) space X is 
called Tech complete iff the following two equivalent conditions are satisfied: 
1) X is G,, in some (and then any) compactification of X. 
2) There exists a complete sequence of open covers of X. For the proof see [ 141 
or [4]. 
Lemma. A tech complete space X is analytic ifs it is paracompact. 
Proof. “Only if’ is self-evident (analytic is paracompact), and to prove “if’ take a 
complete sequence {V,} of open covers of X, and by paracompactness choose a 
a-discrete refinement M,, of V,, for each n. Clearly {M,,} is complete, and hence X 
is analytic by Theorem 4.1 ((8)*(m)). 
Remark a. By [5] a tech complete space is paracompact iff there exists a perfect 
mapping onto a complete metric space. This gives an alternative proof of Lemma. 
Theorem. Each of the following conditions ( cp)-(I+!/) . IS necessary and suficient for a 
topological space X to be analytic: 
(cp): X is homeomorphic to a Suslin set in a paracompact tech complete space G. 
(x): For some compactification K of X there exist a Suslin set S in K, and a 
paracompact G,-set G in K such that X = S n G. 
(I,!J): X is paracompact, and for some compactification K of X there exist a Suslin 
set S in K, and a G,-set G in K such that X = Sn G. 
(x’): For each compactijkation K of X there exist a Suslin set S in K, and a 
paracompact G,-set G in K such that X = Sn G. 
($‘)I X is paracompact, and for each compactijcation K of X there exist a Suslin 
set S in K and a G,-set G in K such that X = S n G. 
Proof. Start with checking (cp) is necessary and sufficient. If X is analytic then X 
can be embedded as a Suslin set into the product of a compact space by a complete 
metric space (by Theorem 4.1((a)+(s)); such product is Tech complete and 
paracompact. Conversely, (cp) is sufficient by Lemma, and Corollary to Theorem 
3.1.d. 
(cp) a (x). Assume (cp). We may assume that X is dense in G. Take any compactifi- 
cation K of G, and a Suslin set S in K such that X = G n S. Clearly (x) is satisfied. 
For (x)*(q) note that G in (x) is a paracompact Tech complete space. 
(x) implies ($I), because (x) implies that X is analytic, and hence paracompact. 
For (4)+(x) note that if X is paracompact, K is a compactification of X and G 
is G5 in K, Xc G, then there exists a paracompact G,-set G’ such that X c G’c 
G II% 
Clearly (x’)+(x), and (I,!/)*($). By standard techniques, one gets that if x (or 
$I) is satisfied, then one can express X in the prescribed way in /3X. Now let L be 
any compactification of X. The identity i:X --z X extends to a perfect mapping 
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p:pX+L. If X=SnG in PX, then X=S’nG’in L, where S’=p[S], and G’= 
{y E Lip-‘[y] = G}. The rest is easy. 
Remark b. Suslin set in an analytic space is analytic, and hence paracompact. This 
is an important part in the proof. It should be noted that if we omit paracompactness 
in conditions (cp)-($‘), the resulting conditions are equivalent by [7]. The idea of 
associating “non-separable” theory to a given “separable” one in the way described 
in the conditions (G makes it “non-separable”) goes back to [7, 1 I]. 
We are grateful to the referee for his maybe exhausting work which led to several 
essential improvements (Proposition 2.6, Proposition 3.1, proof of Lemma 4.2.b) 
and clarification of Section 1.4 and 2.4. 
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